
 

   RIVER  TUMMEL  -  EAST HAUGH BEAT 

    PITLOCHRY, PERTHSHIRE. 

 

 
 

 

Salmon rods on Offer. 

 

A rod is available every day throughout the salmon fishing season. Charges are shown overleaf. 

Currently a rod is also available at a huge discount for a day/week for the entire season.  

 

The Fishings. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The Fishings. 

 

The beat is situated two miles below the Pitlochry Dam and approximately one mile upstream from the 

village of Ballinluig, close to the A9 trunk road. It features seven named pools and extends to 1½ miles 

(both banks) of the River Tummel.  Salmon fishing commences on 15
th 

January and closes on 15
th 

October. Fish enter the system from early January and congregate in the beat in the early part of the 

season as salmon do not normally ascend the ladder at Pitlochry Dam until mid April when the water 

temperature increases. 

 

In the spring  6 other rods are permitted to fish but in summer the rod number decreases by two. 

Spinning is permitted although fly fishing is actively encouraged. Worm fishing is prohibited in line 

with the TDSFB recommendations except in June July and August. 

  

A fishing hut is available on each bank.   

 

Access 

 

Left bank -  Approximately 1½  miles north of Ballinluig, a track is located in a cutting to the left of 

the dual carriageway directly opposite the sign - posted road junction to East Haugh.  (A metal gate is 

positioned at the entrance).  200 yards along the track there is a turning area and a  pedestrian crossing 

over the railway. This provides access to Peg Leg’s Corner one of the main holding pools and roughly 

in the middle of the beat. The area adjacent the crossing is required for turning. Please do not 

park here or block access along the track. Parking is available a short distance from the crossing 

where the track is wider. 
 

Right bank - The beat can be accessed from the track that passes through Tomdachoille Farm which is 

located off the Pitlochry to Logierait road on the west side of the river. Take the track down to 

Tomdachoille Farm then turn first right thus avoiding the immediate vicinity of the farmhouse.  

Please leave all gates in the position you find them and park adjacent to the fishing hut. The track also 

provides access to the Moulinearn Pool at the bottom of the beat where a parking area is also provided. 

Do not obstruct the track or encroach on cultivated areas.  

 

Returns  
 

Over the preceding five years the average annual catch has been 55 salmon together with a few seatrout 

all mainly taken on fly ( 80% + ). Last year was poor and although all the fish save two were caught on 

fly the total was below average. This appears to have been a common feature on other beats on the 

river and indeed on the Tay itself. Certainly the recorded number of fish ascending the Pitlochry Dam 

was considerably lower than in the preceding year when following a reasonable spring run, large 

numbers of grilse, straight from the sea, arrived in the Tummel / Garry system in the late summer/early 

autumn. It is hoped that the 2007 performance merely represents a temporary blip and in 2008 more 

normal and productive conditions will prevail. 

  

General Conditions. 

 

The permit extends for a period of 24hrs from midnight on the appropriate day. Tenants are expected to 

follow the country code and observe the recommendations of the TDSFB, fishing at all times in a 

sportsmanlike manner. All kelts and gravid fish must be carefully returned. 

 

It is imperative that a valid permit must be carried at all times whilst fishing.  Failure to do so could 

result in a prosecution.  

 

 



 

 

 

Enquires.  Mobile - 07814 350446 

    E mail - johndavidcoutts@aol.co.uk 

   Associated web site - www.fishtummel.co.uk 
 

                 24hr Rental Charges 

 

January/February £10 per day 

March £20 

April £40                   Sat £45 

May £40                   Sat £45 

June/ October £20                   Sat £25 

 

 

Bookings.  J D Coutts, 41 Braid Avenue, Edinburgh EH10 6DS.  

                                                   (0131 447 1550)     

A discount will be available for consecutive weekday bookings of two days or more. 

 

  Alternatively a rod for a specific weekday for the full season is available at £650. 

  
 

 
 

 

EACH TENANT MUST SUBMIT A RETURN (INCLUDING A NIL RETURN) AFTER 

FISHING. FAILURE TO DO SO COULD JEOPARDISE FUTURE BOOKINGS. 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 


